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Price, or the consideration asked for in an exchange, is
a central concept in both economics and marketing. In
relation to competitive strategy, deep price cuts and

other pricing-related conduct that reflects a significant
departure from competitive norms are often motivated by a
firm’s desire to enhance its own performance. When such
conduct is intended to impair a rival’s performance or
competitive viability significantly, it may be termed
“aggressive” (Guiltinan and Gundlach 1996). If the conduct
leads to a substantial reduction in competition that under-
mines consumer welfare, it may be considered “predatory”
and potentially cognizable under antitrust laws (Bolton,
Brodley, and Riordan 2000).

The Supreme Court has defined predatory pricing as
“pricing below an appropriate measure of cost for the pur-
pose of eliminating competitors in the short run and reduc-
ing competition in the long run” (Cargill Inc. v. Monfort of
Colorado Inc. 1986, p. 117). Because the very mechanism
by which a firm engages in predatory pricing is often the
same mechanism by which it stimulates competition (e.g.,
cutting prices to increase business represents a key element
of competition), courts, including the Supreme Court, have
been circumspect in their assessments of predatory pricing

1For a detailed discussion of these assumptions and theory, see Bork
(1978), Gellhorn (1975), Mansfield (1982), McCloskey (1985), and Stigler
(1966).

2Theoretically based skepticism of predatory pricing extends from the
presumed irrationality of a firm engaging in predatory pricing to maximize
profits. If a perfectly competitive environment is assumed, a firm engaging
in such conduct would incur such severe short-term losses in its attempt to
disadvantage rivals that it would not rationally consider such a strategy.
Even if the firm were to engage in such conduct and successfully eliminate
rivals, to be profitable, the predatory firm would need to recover losses by
subsequently raising prices to supracompetitive (i.e., above normal
competitive) levels. In an environment of complete information, prices at
such levels would attract new competitors that hope to obtain surplus prof-
its and thus would reduce the chances of the predatory firm recouping its
losses. Realizing this, the firm would calculate the probability of recover-
ing lost profits to be low and, in turn, avoid such conduct.

allegations. Reflecting on the implications of incorrect adju-
dications involving predatory pricing, in Matsushita Elec-
tric Industrial Company v. Zenith Radio Corporation (1986,
p. 594), the Supreme Court noted, “Mistaken inferences ...
are especially costly because they chill the very conduct the
antitrust laws are designed to protect.”

Circumspection on the part of the courts also has been
bolstered by judicial reliance on the behavioral assumptions
of neoclassical price theory for understanding such con-
duct.1 This body of thought envisions business behavior to
be motivated exclusively by profit maximization, in which
parties possess perfect information and make decisions in a
rational, calculated way. Given these assumptions and by an
extension of the logic that predatory pricing to maximize
profits is considered irrational, the Supreme Court’s often-
cited view has been that predatory pricing is “rarely tried
and even more rarely successful” (Matsushita Electric
Industrial Company v. Zenith Radio Corporation 1986, p.
589).2

Driven by the potential costs to competition of mistaken
inferences and the perceived rarity of predatory pricing in
practice, in 1993 the Supreme Court established several ele-
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3According to the Court in Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown Williamson
Tobacco Corp. (1993, p. 21), “As a general rule, the exclusionary effect of
prices above a relevant measure of cost either reflects the lower cost struc-
ture of the alleged predator, and so represents competition on merits, or it
is beyond the practical ability of the judicial tribunal to control without
countering intolerable risks of chilling legitimate price-cutting” (see also
Areeda and Turner 1975).

4For a recent discussion of predatory pricing analysis, see Adams and
Brock (1996), Gifford (1994), Shores (1995), and Zerbe and Mumford
(1996, n. 3).

ments in law for proving allegations of such conduct. In
Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown Williamson Tobacco Corp.
(1993, pp. 4702–4703), the Court noted,

First, a plaintiff ... must prove that the prices complained of are
below an appropriate measure of its rival’s costs,... [and] sec-
ond,... [there must be a] demonstration that the competitor has a
reasonable prospect [under Robinson-Patman], or under Section
2 of the Sherman Act, a dangerous probability, of recouping its
investment in below-cost prices. 

According to the Court (and others that have come to
similar conclusions), consideration must be given to an
alleged predator’s “market power,” “predatory conduct,”
and the “prospect of recoupment.” With respect to market
power, because allegations of predatory pricing are gener-
ally brought forth on the basis of the prohibitions contained
in the Sherman Antitrust Act (1890; or the Robinson-
Patman Act [1936]), depending on the specific allegation
(e.g., monopolization or attempt to monopolize), an alleged
predator must be shown to possess a sufficient amount of
market power in a defined market and to be in a position to
engage in below-cost pricing in ways that permit it to
exclude competition, raise prices, and subsequently recover
lost profits through recoupment. For predatory conduct,
although specifying that the prices in question must be
below an appropriate measure of its rivals’ costs, the
Supreme Court declined (and has repeatedly declined) to
state what measure of cost should be applied.3 With some
variation, the measure applied most often in the federal
courts has been a price that is below average variable cost.
Finally, for recoupment, the likelihood must exist that the
alleged predator’s below-cost pricing will drive the intended
target from the market and that, given relevant considera-
tions (i.e., market shares, ease of entry, excess capacity, and
all other pertinent factors), the market is susceptible to
monopoly pricing following the victim’s exit. When a firm
with sufficient market power in a defined market engages in
below-cost pricing and when a dangerous (or reasonable)
probability of recoupment exists in the ways described, the
welfare effects of such conduct may be found to be
anticompetitive.4

Together, the considerable requirements for proving alle-
gations of predatory pricing mandated by the Supreme
Court in Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown Williamson Tobacco
Corp. (1993), the assumptions and theory on which they are
grounded, and the summary disposition of several subse-
quent federal cases involving predatory pricing have lead
some scholars (e.g., Zerbe and Mumford 1996) to voice con-
cerns about the current legal standard for predatory pricing.
As Adams and Brock (1996, p. 868) observe,

The problem [of predatory pricing] cannot be meaningfully cap-
tured or evaluated on the basis of simplistic rules of thumb

premised on the assumption that the practice does not occur.
Such rules provide a shortcut to a predetermined conclusion
rather than an economically sound path for reaching an opinion.

Concerns about the legal standard, as well as emerging
insights and understanding developed in economics, mar-
keting, and other fields, have prompted inquiry and newer
thinking about predatory pricing. In general, this thinking
posits that the previous foundations on which the current
legal standard rests may be based largely on theoretical con-
structs and assumptions that are not sufficiently inclusive of
the realities of a marketplace in which oligopolistic struc-
tures, incomplete information, and strategic behavior are
commonplace (see Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan 2000;
Grewal and Compeau 1999; Hawker 1996; Sullivan and
Grimes 2000). Drawing on industrial organization theory in
economics, which relaxes the perfect information and static
assumptions of neoclassical price theory but still regards
managers as profit maximizers, and applying game-
theoretic interpretations of strategic behavior, this newer
thinking implies that predation may occur because of the
lack of perfect information and the dynamic interplay of the
market. Added understanding from marketing and other
fields, which further relaxes the assumptions of economic
theory in ways that reveal how predatory pricing may be
both rational and profitable for a firm intent on engaging in
such conduct, bolsters this thinking.

Against the backdrop of judicial sentiments that predatory
pricing is “rarely tried and even more rarely successful,” this
newer thinking has prompted inquiries of predatory pricing
by researchers and other public policy institutions. For
example, in relation to predatory conduct, Edlin (2002, p.
943) observes that “[p]rice below average variable cost may
be a sufficient, but not necessary condition for predatory
pricing.” Recent studies also provide a more expansive cri-
tique of market power (e.g., Guiltinan and Gundlach 1996;
Kate and Neils 2002) and the recoupment standard (e.g.,
Hemphill 2001). Among research by public policy institu-
tions, the U.S. Department of Transportation (2001; here-
inafter, DOT) has responded to complaints by investigating
whether incumbent airlines responded to entry by other air-
lines in ways that seemed to be intended not as legitimate
competition but rather as a means to create or maintain mar-
ket power through predatory conduct (see the Appendix).
On the basis of a broad-based investigation, the DOT (2001,
p. 1, emphasis added) found,

Some of the responses by the incumbent airlines to the entry of
a new discount airline in a market are difficult to reconcile as
competitive.... [I]ncumbent airlines at times have responded to
new competition with fare cuts, capacity increases, and other
practices that are apparently designed to reduce or eliminate
competition. An airline’s success in eliminating or reducing
competition will harm the public by denying travelers the lower
fares and better service created through competition.

In conducting its investigation, the DOT applied insights
from more recent thinking about predatory pricing. Drawing
on this thinking and other considerations, it proposed a
“profit-maximization response standard” for assessing
predatory conduct in the airline industry. This standard calls
for inquiry into the pattern of pricing conduct and capacity
or volume expansion on the part of an airline in possession
of market power and alleged to have engaged in predation.
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Prompted by the DOT’s (2001) findings and drawing on
recent insights from economics, marketing, and other disci-
plines, we examine the legal elements required by the
Supreme Court for proving predatory pricing (i.e., market
power, predatory conduct, and recoupment) in the context of
the airline industry. In particular, we extend the understand-
ing of market power within the airline industry through an
examination of its domain, its symmetry, and the role of bar-
riers to entry in facilitating its possession. Furthermore, we
provide insights into understanding predatory conduct in the
airline industry through consideration of the DOT’s profit-
maximizing response standard and its conception of the role
of capacity expansion (e.g., volume) for understanding such
conduct. We also address aspects of recoupment as it relates
to price cuts and manager decision making. Then, we
empirically examine patterns of market power in the airline
industry and the pricing conduct of a major airline to the
entry and subsequent exit of discount airlines in its markets
to discern whether such market power and conduct at least
allows for the possibility of aggressive and predatory pric-
ing as contemplated by the Supreme Court. To explicate the
complex relationships between the major airline’s market
power and predatory conduct as called for by the DOT’s
profit-maximizing response standard, we also develop and
test a simultaneous equation model that includes conduct, as
measured through both price cuts and volume expansion. On
the basis of our conceptual and empirical findings, we dis-
cuss various policy implications and avenues for further
research.

Background: Developments in the U.S.
Airline Industry

The U.S. airline industry was deregulated in 1978 with the
belief that “[u]nleashing the forces of competition will bring
air travel within reach of people of limited means” (Kahn
2000, p. 4). However, following deregulation, the major air-
lines converted their operations to “hub-and-spoke” sys-
tems. During this time, repeated entry attempts by new or
smaller expanding airlines had been reported to have pro-
voked fierce price wars; in almost all cases, the entrant
exited or was confined to a niche market (Levine 1991). By
the end of the 1980s, almost all the discount airlines that
started after deregulation had gone out of business. In the
mid-1990s, other discount airlines tried to penetrate the con-
centrated, high-priced hub markets of the major airlines
(e.g., Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas) but were met with aggres-
sive responses and, in certain cases, exited the markets.
Only a few of these new entrant airlines of the 1990s survive
today, and there have been few new entries in the industry
from 1989 to 2000 (Oster and Strong 2001; Transportation
Research Board 1999).

During this latter period, new entrant airlines made sev-
eral complaints of aggressive reactions by major airlines,
which led to a DOT (2001) investigation. The DOT’s
“[i]nvestigation suggested that some of the low-fare air-
lines’ complaints about unfair and exclusionary conduct
were valid” (p. 6) and that “[n]ew service by a low fare air-
line is therefore likely to be the only way that many hub
markets will ever benefit from competitive airline service”
(p. 31). An important finding of the DOT investigation was
that some pricing practices in the airline industry could not

5Congress has placed a premium on competition in the air transportation
industry with the policy goals enumerated in 49 U.S.C. 40101. Thus, the
DOT has a mandate to foster and encourage legitimate competition.
According to the DOT (2001) report, however, some observed responses
from major airlines appear to stray beyond the confines of legitimate com-
petition into the region of unfair competition.

be reconciled as fair and thus could be construed as aggres-
sive and exclusionary of competition given certain
circumstances.5

Insights for Understanding Aggressive
and Predatory Pricing in the Airline

Industry
Against the backdrop of the Supreme Court’s elements for
proving allegations of predatory pricing and in the wake of
the DOT’s (2001) report and newer thinking about preda-
tory pricing, in this section we examine and advance several
insights into understanding predatory pricing in the airline
industry. These insights add to the growing body of thought
aimed at understanding and assessing the nature and effects
of predatory pricing for competition and consumers.

Market Power
The Supreme Court and applicable literature define market
power (also termed “monopoly” power) as “the power to
control market prices or exclude competition” (U.S. v. E.I.
DuPont de Nemours & Co. 1956, p. 391). In relation to
predatory pricing, depending on the allegation, proof of the
possession of market power (e.g., monopolization) or a dan-
gerous probability of attaining it (e.g., attempted monopo-
lization) is required for a firm to be in the position to injure
competition through such conduct and, furthermore, to harm
consumers through recouping the losses it incurs in doing
so. For example, in Liggett Group Inc. v. Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp. (1990), to demonstrate predatory
pricing, Liggett was required to prove that Brown &
Williamson Tobacco had a sufficient or realistic prospect of
market power to lessen competition substantially in the rele-
vant market (see also London, Robinson, and Robinson
1989). Market power can be proved by direct evidence of
the actual exercise of control over prices or the actual exclu-
sion of competition, but because such evidence is seldom
readily available, courts often consider indirect evidence of
market power—most significantly, but not exclusively, an
alleged predator’s market share of the relevant market and
the existence of barriers to entry.

Domain of Power
Prior investigations of predatory pricing in the airline indus-
try have tended to inquire as to a predator’s market power
within a market defined as the relevant “city pair” (U.S.
Department of Justice v. AMR Corporation 1999). How-
ever, some contend that consideration should also be given
to power held in the hub market of the dominant airline (see,
e.g., Borenstein 1989). According to the DOT (2001), unfair
and exclusionary conduct occurs because the national/
network airlines have divided the national market into sev-
eral regions, with each airline concentrating on certain hub
airports. They do not enter into one another’s hubs exten-
sively because of fear of price wars or retaliation at their
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6Relative power theory argues that the greater the power asymmetry in
favor of the attacker, the smaller is the likelihood that the competitor will
retaliate (Dekimpe et al. 2001; Molm 1990). Consequently, a dominant
firm is not likely to employ aggressive or predatory pricing against a
stronger competitor because of fear of retaliation, uncertainty about the out-
comes, and the possibility of huge losses that may be difficult to recoup.

7Kate and Niels (2002) use the terms “Chicago school” and “post-
Chicago school” to describe the two well-known modern schools of
thought in antitrust. These schools have adopted contrasting perspectives,
the former against the plausibility of predatory pricing and the latter point-
ing to the possibility of predatory pricing.

own hub airports. As the DOT found, a large national airline
can obtain various competitive advantages, such as greater
name recognition and patronage, as a result of extensive
connections from its hubs. Thus, “[t]he ability of airlines to
gain and keep market power in hub markets” (p. 5) was an
important consideration in the DOT’s investigation of com-
plaints of unfair and exclusionary conduct. Consequently,
we argue that market power should be more broadly con-
ceived than that which is possessed in a defined city pair to
include both the city pair and the relevant hub airport.

Countervailing Power
Modern scholars in economics and marketing argue that the
asymmetry of power between a dominant firm and its com-
petitors should be an important consideration for under-
standing market power when investigating allegations of
predatory pricing (Guiltinan and Gundlach 1996; Kate and
Neils 2002).6 Kate and Niels (2002, p. 19) point out that
though size asymmetries can yield effective facilitating con-
ditions for predatory pricing, “[i]n the post-Chicago models,
the issue of relative size is simply not addressed.”7 They
note that in the event of a price war against a small (large)
competitor with less (more) countervailing power, a domi-
nant firm is more likely to win (lose) because of the asym-
metries in information bases and financial resources.

Because a larger firm is likely to be present in multiple
markets, the firm may be able to cross-subsidize the losses
it incurs in a price war with a small competitor. In addition,
customers might have a tendency to switch to the larger
firm’s brand (see, e.g., the literature on asymmetric switch-
ing; Dowling and Uncles 1997). In the airline industry, cus-
tomers may prefer an airline with better name recognition
and more frequent services to a given destination city.
Finally, supplies to a smaller rival may be easier to disrupt
because its business may be less lucrative for its channel
members and trade partners. Thus, aggressive pricing by a
larger firm is more likely to result in the quick exit or a sig-
nificant output reduction by a relatively smaller rival
(Guiltinan and Gundlach 1996).

The DOT (2001) asserts that aggressive pricing against a
small competitor with less countervailing power can make
economic sense if the incumbent firm is able to discipline
the competitor or force it to exit the market. Consequently,
unreasonably aggressive responses that “[s]eemed designed
to keep the new entrant airline from obtaining enough pas-
sengers to operate profitably” (p. 7) may warrant further
investigation, especially if the competitor is forced from the
market. Thus, we contend that the definition of market
power may benefit from an elaboration that includes not
only the market power of the allegedly predatory firm but

also consideration of the countervailing power of the
competitor.

Barriers to Entry
According to the Supreme Court, barriers to entry include
either (1) a cost that a firm attempting to enter the defined
market would incur that is not borne by an incumbent or (2)
any condition that is likely to inhibit other firms from enter-
ing the market on a substantial scale (Matsushita Electric
Industrial Company v. Zenith Radio Corporation 1986).
Barriers to entry that the courts have identified include legal
license requirements; control of natural advantages or sup-
plies; and specialized marketing practices, including exclu-
sivity arrangements (see Antitrust Law Developments
2002). In evaluating barriers to entry, courts may consider
evidence in relation to the frequency, magnitude, and suc-
cess of entry. When barriers to entry are found to be signifi-
cant, courts are more likely to find monopoly power.

With respect to the airline industry, the DOT (2001) rec-
ognized that an incumbent can control the marketplace with
long-term contracts and relationships with suppliers and dis-
tributors, and these conditions may directly or indirectly
increase the costs for firms entering that market. Specifi-
cally, the DOT contends that in “gate- and slot-controlled”
airports, a new entrant may face the entry barrier of needing
to pay large fees to the incumbent to sublease gates. In such
circumstances, control of these leases can create barriers to
entry that enhance the incumbent’s market power. Thus, we
contend that consideration of these entry barriers is impor-
tant for fully understanding and assessing market power
within the airline industry.

Predatory Conduct
When an alleged predator is determined to be in possession
of monopoly power (or a dangerous probability of achieving
it), judicial inquiry turns to its pricing conduct. As we
described previously, the Supreme Court has held that
below-cost pricing is a necessary element for proving preda-
tory pricing. However, the Court has repeatedly declined to
state what precise measure of below-cost pricing is disposi-
tive for this purpose. In the absence of definitive guidance
by the Court, considerable attention by scholars has attended
to this determination with conflicting opinions and case law
present in the courts. Although virtually all modern courts
apply a below-cost-based test, differences in opinion con-
tinue to exist regarding the use of average variable cost ver-
sus average total cost and the nature of inferences and bur-
dens of proof that attend such findings (see American Bar
Association 2002).

In academic circles, discourse among scholars has
involved consideration of predatory conduct more broadly
and has included deliberations about whether above-cost
pricing should ever be considered predatory. Some econo-
mists argue that predatory pricing can occur at prices that
are above cost. For example, Edlin (2002, p. 943) points out
that pricing below average variable costs may be a “suffi-
cient but not necessary condition” for predatory pricing,
because a dominant firm may be able to exclude more effi-
cient rivals without needing to reduce its prices below the
average variable cost. Other economists believe that a domi-
nant firm’s charging of prices that are above cost can be
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predatory if the firm dominates the market and that the entry
of other firms will be unlikely if the firm can force out a
competitor (Ordover and Willig 1981).

Such circumstances may occur when competition in an
industry is dependent on scale economies and does not
involve pure price competition. For example, when equal or
more efficient rivals are relatively small, a dominant firm’s
scale could exclude them even at prices above its average
variable costs. These circumstances are arguably present
within the airline industry in which, as the DOT (2001, p.
74) notes, “any relative efficiency of network airlines is the
result of larger scale of operations, particularly at their
hubs.” Similarly, a requirement of pricing below average
costs may not be sufficient when customers choose on the
basis of attributes other than price, such as when customers
are not familiar with competitors’ offerings or their deci-
sions are heavily influenced by attributes such as brand
equity or previous experience with the dominant brand.

Profit-Maximizing Response Standard
Considering such factors, the DOT (2001, p. 73) “did not
use a cost standard” for its assessment of complaints that
allege predatory pricing, finding that “the characteristics of
the airline industry may well justify the use of a test for
unlawfulness other than a cost standard.” Instead, the DOT
proposed to examine “pricing and capacity conduct” and
“whether the incumbent airline’s response to new competi-
tion reasonably appeared to be the profit-maximizing
response” (p. 73). The DOT concluded that a profit-
maximization standard would yield better guidance than a
cost standard in determining when a hubbing airline’s
response to new competition appears to be an unfair method
of competition. As the DOT further states (p. 73),

We continue to believe that enforcement action may be appro-
priate if an incumbent airline cuts its fares and sells many more
discount-fare seats in a situation where that response appears to
be economically irrational unless the response successfully
forces the entrant airline to exit the market.

For applying its profit-maximizing standard, the DOT
considers various factors, including whether the response of
an incumbent airline to the entry of new competition rea-
sonably appears to be profit maximizing or, alternatively,
predatory in nature. Thus, an important consideration
involves examination of the way an airline with market
power responds through its pricing and capacity decisions to
the entry of new competition. As described subsequently,
we explore the relationship of market power held by an
incumbent airline to both its pricing behavior and its
capacity-related decisions. In particular, a contention we
examine is whether the extent to which the market power is
held by the airline can affect this assessment. For example,
consider two firms (airlines), A and B, both with market
power in their respective markets. Assume that they serve
100,000 passengers in each market in a given period, their
breakeven point is 8000 passengers, and they compete
against a single rival. Firm A has a 90% market share
(90,000 passengers; thus, its rival has 10,000 or fewer pas-
sengers), and Firm B has a 70% market share (70,000 pas-
sengers; thus, its rival has 30,000 or fewer). All else being
equal, is there a difference in the amount that Firms A and
B need to reduce prices to exclude their respective rivals?

8It may be argued that volume expansion is a natural response to price
reductions in that a reduction in prices automatically results in volume
expansion, and similarly, a volume expansion automatically depresses
prices in a market. We account for these effects in the first portion of our
simultaneous equation model.

Assuming that passengers for the two firms react similarly
to price, Firm A may need a lesser price cut than Firm B to
exclude its rival because it would need to attract only 2000
passengers from its rival, whereas Firm B would need to
attract 22,000, or 11 times more, passengers to make its
respective rivals’ operations unprofitable. Thus, the deter-
mination of whether a price response (e.g., cut) is profit
maximizing (or, alternatively, potentially predatory) may
benefit from consideration of the airline’s market power,
together with other factors.

Volume (Capacity) Expansion
Although not considered to be an element of inquiry by the
Supreme Court, as we noted previously, the DOT (2001, p.
68) and others propose that in addition to price, the capacity
conduct of an alleged predator to infer competitive injury
should be considered. Areeda and Hovenkamp (2000) stress
the notion that injury to competition is sourced in that which
a predator causes to a competitor by taking away its sales
through deep price cuts. According to Areeda and Hov-
enkamp, an expansion into the dominant firm’s sales vol-
ume, which indicates the impact of its price cutting, is
required, along with a deep price cut, to infer predatory pric-
ing. Similarly, the DOT (2001, p. 73, emphasis added) notes
that “[e]conomists have recognized that consumers are
harmed if a dominant firm eliminates competition from
firms of equal or greater efficiency, by cutting its prices and
increasing its capacity, even if its prices are not below
costs.” On the basis of such considerations, the DOT (2001,
p. 68) report contends that “[t]he Department should not
consider investigating the incumbent airline’s matching of
an entrant’s fares unless the incumbent airline greatly
increases the availability of low-fare seats or adds capacity.”
Thus, the DOT identifies as objectionable conduct a combi-
nation of price cuts and capacity additions by incumbent air-
lines that have the result of producing lower local revenue
than would a reasonable alternative response (Kahn 2000).

Similarly, echoing the words of Ordover and Willig
(1981, p. 8), we argue that “the existence of profit sacrifice
is not itself sufficient for a finding of predation,” and the
actual impact of price cuts must be considered. Namely,
does the price cut also exclude the targeted competitor
through a predatory attack on its volume? As such, we con-
tend that predatory conduct should be assessed broadly and,
with regard to the predatory firm, should include an exami-
nation of both price cuts and any related volume expansion.
If a dominant firm with high market power accompanies
deep price cuts with large volume expansions, its conduct
may be termed aggressive (and potentially predatory if cer-
tain other conditions, such as injury to competition and
recoupment, are met).8 Thus, both price cutting and volume
expansion are important considerations and should be exam-
ined simultaneously to understand predatory conduct fully
in the airline industry.
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Recoupment
According to the Supreme Court, “[r]ecoupment is the ulti-
mate object of an unlawful predatory pricing scheme; it is
the means by which a predator profits from predation”
(Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown Williamson Tobacco Corp.
1993, pp. 224–25). To determine whether the prospect of
recoupment exists, according to the Court, there must be the
likelihood that the alleged predator’s pricing will drive the
intended target from the market and that, given relevant con-
siderations (i.e., market shares, ease of entry, excess capac-
ity, and all other pertinent factors), following the victim’s
exit, the market is susceptible to monopoly pricing. Actual
recoupment involves a predator, having caused the exit of
targeted rivals through its pricing conduct, increasing its
prices to monopoly levels to recover any losses it incurred
and to exploit its monopoly power. Recoupment results in
higher prices not because of better products or increasing
demand but because of reduced competition in the
marketplace.

The DOT (2001) report cites several cases in which a
dominant incumbent airline cut its fare in half on the entry
of a discount airline and then increased the fares beyond the
previous level (almost doubled) after the discount airline
exited the market. However, proving recoupment may be
difficult. Hemphill (2001) indicates that a deeper price cut
requires higher price increases to recover the losses incurred
than does a lower price cut. Consequently, recoupment may
be easier in the case of lower price cuts. Hemphill asserts (p.
1597) that “simply adding predation losses and post-
predation gains compared to a zero-profits baseline, gives an
incorrect result. Where the alternative to predation is sub-
stantial losses, the true recoupment point is lower than the
zero-profit point, and recoupment is easier to satisfy than the
zero-profit baseline assumes.”

In addition, Guiltinan and Gundlach (1996) note that
managers of firms that are intent on predation may calculate
higher probabilities of recoupment erroneously because they
may not be able to account for all market and economic con-
ditions at the time of their strategy formulation. Thus, preda-
tory conduct (e.g., price cutting) could occur even without
an actual dangerous probability of recoupment. Given this
potential, we advocate differentiation between managers’
views, at the time of strategy formation, about whether they
can recoup and a court’s assessment of whether recoupment
is likely. Although the former is informative to the question
of whether a dangerous probability of recoupment exists, we
suggest that the latter should be considered controlling to
the extent that it focuses on the likely real effects of higher
prices in the marketplace.

An Empirical Examination of the Airline
Industry

To investigate aspects of our previously developed insights,
we conducted empirical research within the airline industry.
Our research involved an exploratory survey that provided
insights into the importance and perceptions of predatory
pricing on the part of airline executives and empirical analy-
ses that examined the Supreme Court’s elements for proving
allegations of predatory conduct in the airline industry, as
informed by aspects of the “newer” thinking and considera-
tions that are important to the DOT’s investigation. Our

empirical analysis investigated patterns of increasing con-
centration on the part of major airlines in hub airports and a
major airline’s price-cutting response to the entry of dis-
count airlines over time. We also examined the relationship
between market power and pricing-related conduct through
a simultaneous equation model to gain further insights.

Exploratory Survey
As an initial effort to establish the importance of predatory
pricing as a business issue and a concern within the airline
industry, we conducted an exploratory survey of discount
airline executives by contacting vice presidents and other
high-ranking officials in the industry; we received responses
from five of the ten respondents. Using a ten-point scale (1 =
“not significant,” and 10 = “very significant”), we asked
respondents: “How important is predatory pricing as a busi-
ness issue or concern?” The average response was 9. We
also asked respondents, “Have you exited a city-pair market
due to predatory pricing?” All respondents answered yes,
and the number of routes exited ranged from 1 to 18. The
survey further indicated that the discount airlines executives
believed that major airlines used predatory pricing mainly
against small discount airlines, and the discounters claimed
that they were often forced from markets or to reduce their
capacity as a result of such conduct.

Empirical Analysis
Findings from the exploratory survey supported our subse-
quent empirical analysis, which examined pricing-related
conduct in the airline industry. We carried out three analy-
ses. First, we examined market power through consideration
of concentration and yields over time in the 50 largest
domestic airports, including the 17 hub airports of major
national airlines. Second, we focused on a specific major
airline to examine patterns of its price cutting in response to
the entry of a new discount airline in its markets. Third, we
developed and estimated a simultaneous equation model
that examined the association of pricing-related conduct on
the part of the major airlines and their market power.

We obtained the data used for our empirical analyses
from an Airline Origin and Destinations Survey (DB1B; see
http://www.transtats.bts.gov) of air passenger traffic. The
data set contains fares and passenger information for a sam-
ple of 10% of all passengers on all domestic flights in the
United States on a quarterly basis during 1991–1999. The
data also provide information about flights from a base air-
port to a destination airport (or a city-pair market). This
information includes passenger volume for a given airline
(i.e., the number of passengers flying a given airline
between two airports in a given quarter), entry and exit of an
airline, and the average fare between two airports for a given
airline in a market in a quarter. Using this information, we
derived the variables of interest included in the three empiri-
cal studies.

Market Power of the Major Airlines

Airport Concentration
As a basis for examining the presence and pattern of market
power among the major airlines, applying insights into the
domain of power, we studied the airport concentration in the
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9The 2 slot-controlled airports behaved differently from the 31 nonhub
airports in terms of yield. Therefore, we computed the yield premiums in
these airports separately. Adding the yield premium of these 2 slot-
controlled airports to the yield premium at the 17 hub airports further
increased the average yield premium.

top 50 U.S. airports, comparing 17 hub airports with 33 non-
hub airports from 1984 to 1999 (see Figure 1). We identified
hub airports through consultation of General Accounting
Office reports and DOT reports. We measured concentra-
tion in these airports with the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index
(HHI). We calculated the HHI by summing the squares of
the percentage market shares held by the respective firms;
higher HHIs reflected higher concentration. As we show in
Figure 1, HHIs for the 17 hub airports studied were higher
in magnitude and increased over time from 1984 to 1999
than the HHIs for the 33 nonhub airports, which were lower
in magnitude and had little increase over time. Together,
these data provide evidence of increasing concentration in
these 17 airports compared with 33 nonhub airports.

Yield Premium
As a basis for further examining the presence and pattern of
market power among the major airlines, we studied the yield
premiums for 17 hub airports (together with 2 slot-
controlled airports) from 1990 to 1999 (see Figure 2).9 In
addition to market share, evidence of market power may be
captured through consideration of pricing trends and, in

some cases, evidence of high prices. We defined “yield” as
the revenue per passenger mile or fare per passenger mile.
We used this standardization for comparability of fares
across city pairs of different distances. We computed yield
premiums by taking the ratio of the average yields in the 17
hub (plus 2 slot-controlled airports) airports to the average
yields in 31 nonhub airports (33 less the 2 slot-controlled
airports) and converted the resultant ratios into a percentage
(e.g., the ratio less 1 times 100). We then fitted a line (1) to
the data for the 17 hub airports and (2) for the 17 hub air-
ports plus the 2 slot-controlled airports. The results indicate
that the yield premiums in the hub airports and the hub plus
slot-controlled airports have increased over time (see Figure
2).

Price Response by a Major Airline to the Entry
and Exit of Discount Airlines
To examine the pattern of conduct (e.g., price cut, recoup-
ment) specified by the Supreme Court for proving allega-
tions of predatory pricing, we investigated the price
response of a major airline, whose name is withheld for con-
fidentiality reasons, to the entry and exit of discount airlines
for several routes (e.g., city pairs) it serves and, in addition,
its pricing behavior in markets into which no discount air-
line entered. At random, we chose 15 routes of a major air-
line for which there were no low-fare (discount) competitors
and 15 routes for which discount airlines entered the major
airline’s market and were met by a price response. For the
chosen markets, we examined the major airline’s price
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The hubs are becoming increasingly concentrated 
over the years, with the HHI increasing from 3000 to 
almost 4500 from 1984 to 1999 in the 17 hub airports.
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In the 33 nonhub airports, there was no
significant increase in concentration from 
1984 to 1999.

Figure 1. Increasing Market Power of Major Airlines in Hub Airports

Increasing Concentration in 17 Hub Airports as Compared with 33 Nonhub Airports from 1984 to 1999
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Figure 2. Increasing Yield Premium of Major Airlines in Hub Airports

Yield Premium for 19 Airports (17 Hub and 2 Slot-Controlled Airports) and for 17 Hub Airports of Major Airlines

responses to the entry of the discount airlines and compared
them with the pricing behavior of the major airline when
there was no entry by discount airlines.

For the 15 routes for which there was no entry of a dis-
count airline, our findings reveal that the major airline
increased its average price during the 1994–1999 period by
15% (see Figure 3). However, for the 15 routes for which a

discount airline entered (10 routes in 1993 and 5 routes in
1997–1998), the major airline decreased its average price
considerably thereafter (see Figures 4 and 5).

As we show in Figure 6, in the seven markets in which a
discount airline entered and then subsequently exited, the
dominant airline cut its prices and then increased its prices
over time to the same or higher levels than those before the
entry of the discounter. However, because the entry and exit
periods occurred at different times, we show one represen-
tative pattern (see Figure 6).

In a few cases, we were able to examine further the major
airline’s pricing when a discount airline, after entering and
then exiting, reentered (see Figure 7, Location A) and reex-
ited (see Figure 7, Location B) the market again. We find
similar pricing responses on the part of the major airline.
Although information about costs on the part of the major
airline was not observed and its market power in the routes
selected is not indicated, these results show a pattern of
price cuts in response to the entry (and, in some cases, reen-
try) of discount airlines that is consistent with the evidence
that the Supreme Court requires to determine predatory pric-
ing practices.

Relationship Between Market Power and
Pricing-Related Conduct in the Airline Industry
As a basis for informing considerations of predatory pricing
underlying the newer thinking and, in particular, those atten-
dant to the DOT’s profit-maximizing response standard, our
simultaneous equation model examined the association of
the incumbent airline’s market power with both its pricing

Figure 3. Major Airline Increased Its Fares in 15 City-Pair
Markets Without a Discount Airline an Average
of 15% from 1994 to 1999
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Figure 4. Major Airline Cut Its Prices in Ten Early Markets That Discount Airline Entered

Figure 5. Major Airline Cut Its Prices When Discount Airline Entered in Five Markets in 1998

behavior and its capacity-related decisions. Recall that for
assessing allegations of predatory conduct, the DOT’s stan-
dard considers whether the response of an incumbent airline
to the entry of new competition reasonably appears to be
profit maximizing. A particular contention we examine is
whether the extent to which the market power held by the
airline can affect this assessment. Thus, we examined the
relationship between an incumbent airline’s market power
and pricing-related conduct (e.g., price cutting, volume
expansion) by incorporating aspects of the insights we
developed previously.

We estimated a simultaneous equation model that associ-
ated pricing-related conduct in the form of fare cuts and vol-
ume expansion by major airlines with market power as mea-
sured through consideration of the major airlines’ domain of
power, discount airlines’ countervailing power, and the
presence of barriers to entry in the relevant market. We
employed a stratified random sample of 38 markets served
by the major airlines that discounters entered during 1991–
1999 and in which they experienced price cuts by the
incumbent major airlines, including 9 markets in which the
DOT suspected predatory pricing.
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Figure 6. Typical Pattern of Pricing by Major Airlines in Response to Discount Airlines in Several Cities (Described as Before,
During, and After Discount Airline Exits)

Market Power
Market power is defined as the power to control market
prices or exclude competition. It is measured through con-
sideration of the domain of market power held by the major
airlines, the countervailing power held by competing air-
lines, and barriers to entry present in the markets examined.

Domain of power. In line with the work of Borenstein
(1989) and factors that the DOT (2001) identified as impor-
tant, we considered the major airline’s domain of market
power, measuring it not only in the relevant city-pair market
but in the originating hub airport as well. To operationalize
market power across these domains, we computed the mar-
ket share of the major airline in an individual city-pair mar-
ket (MKTDOMMSijt) as the percentage of passengers it
flies in that city-pair market (route) in a given quarter. In
addition, we computed the market share of a major airline
within its hub market (BASEDOMMSit) as the percentage
of passengers it flies to all cities from that hub in a given
quarter. We also calculated the square of the major airline
market share in a market (MKTDOMMSSQ) so that its use
in the model would allow for the identification of nonlinear
relationships with other variables.

Countervailing power. Scholars in both economics and mar-
keting contend that the asymmetry of power between a
dominant firm and its competitors should be considered in
the assessment of market power when investigating allega-
tions of predatory pricing (Guiltinan and Gundlach 1996;
Kate and Neils 2002). On the basis of these contentions, we
examined the countervailing power held by competing dis-
count airlines. Extending insights derived from our forego-
ing consideration of market power domain, we computed
two measures of the discount airlines’ countervailing power.
We measured the discount airlines’ countervailing power on
the basis of its market share in the relevant city-pair market,
calculated by the percentage of passengers flown by the
relevant discount carrier in a city-pair market ij in quarter t
(DISCOUNTMSijt), and the discount airlines’ overall size,

calculated by the number of domestic passengers carried in
all markets (DISCOUNTSIZE). We also calculated the
square of the discount airline market share in the city-pair
market (DISCOUNTMSSQ) so that its use in the model
would allow for the identification of nonlinear relationships
with other variables.

Barriers to entry. Entry barriers included either a cost that a
firm attempting to enter a defined market would incur that is
not borne by an incumbent or any condition that is likely to
inhibit other firms on a substantial scale from entering the
market. The DOT (2001) recognizes several barriers to entry
in the airline industry, including gate controls and slot con-
trols. Gate-controlled airports are those in which the gates
and aircraft parking positions are controlled by long-term
leases with incumbent airlines. Slot controls refer to federal
rules that set hourly quotas for takeoffs and landings at the
busiest airports. Barriers to entry are created when incum-
bents in such airports have long-term leases for the airports’
slots. A new entrant may be able to lease slots on a short-
term basis from a major carrier, but the cost of the slots and
the short-term agreements deter new entrants. A U.S. Gen-
eral Accounting Office (1996) report shows that during the
relevant period, the major airlines and their feeder carriers
leased 96% of the domestic slots in four slot-controlled air-
ports. Therefore, we operationalized barriers to entry (BAR-
RIER) by employing a dummy variable that takes the value
of 1 if there is gate control or slot control at either of the two
cities of a city-pair market and 0 if otherwise.

Pricing-Related Conduct
Although the Supreme Court has held that below-cost pric-
ing is a necessary element for proving predatory pricing,
academic discourse among scholars has involved considera-
tion of predatory conduct more broadly and has included
deliberations as to whether above-cost pricing should ever
be considered predatory. In the DOT’s (2001, p. 73) inves-
tigation of the airline industry, it “did not use a cost stan-
dard,” finding that “the characteristics of the airline industry
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Figure 7. Major Airline’s Response to Discount Airlines’ Reentry

Location A: Major Airline Cut Its Price, Raised Its Price, and Cut Its Price Again as Discount Airlines Entered, Exited, and
Reentered the Market

Location B: Major Airline Cut Its Price, Raised Its Price, Cut Its Price, and Raised Its Price Again as Discount Airline Entered
and Reentered the Market

may well justify the use of a test for unlawfulness other than
a cost standard.” Instead, viewing predatory conduct
broadly, the DOT examined “pricing and capacity conduct,”
inquiring “whether the incumbent airline’s response to new
competition reasonably appeared to be the profit-
maximizing response” (p. 73, emphasis added). In line with
this broadened perspective, to measure pricing-related con-
duct, we examined the major airline’s changes to its fares
(e.g., price response) and volume (e.g., volume expansion)
at the time of the discount airlines’ entry.

Price response. To compute fare changes (PRICECUT), we
used the percentage change between the average fare of the
major airline in a city-pair market ij for the four quarters
before time t and the average fare one quarter after time t.
We used the four-quarter difference to control for seasonal
variations.

Volume expansion. We computed volume expansion—the
increase in sales of the major airline in market ij during the
quarter t in which the discount airline entered—as the per-
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centage change between the average number of passengers
of the major airline in the four quarters before time t and the
average number one quarter after time t.

Simultaneous Equation Model
We estimated a model in which the price cut (PRICECUT)
and volume expansion (VOLUMEXP) variables measuring
pricing-related conduct are endogenous. Because they are
endogenous, we employed a simultaneous equation model
that captures the effects of PRICECUT on VOLUMEXP,
and vice versa (see Dresner and Tretheway 1992). Each cap-
tures the effects of the various exogenous variables.

A model is considered identified if it fulfills rank-and-
order conditions (Wooldridge 2002). Because PRICECUT
is dependant on VOLUMEXP, and vice versa, we attempted
to find a variable that does not affect the PRICECUT but
affects the VOLUMEXP, and vice versa. We assumed that
the major airline would match the prices of the discounter.
As a result, we did not employ discounter market share
(DISCOUNTMS) as an exogenous variable in the PRICE-
CUT equation. Furthermore, we assumed that volume
expansion (VOLUMEXP) was not likely to depend on a
major airline’s market share, and therefore we did not
employ the major airline’s market share (MKTDOMMS) in
the volume expansion (VOLUMEXP) equation. This is suf-
ficient for identification because the rank-and-order condi-
tions are met (Wooldridge 2002). The following equation
represents the model we estimated:

where

PRICECUTijt = the major airline’s fare reduction in a
given quarter t from its average fare one
year before the entry of the discount
airline in a given city-pair market ij;

VOLUMEXPijt = the increase in passengers in a given
quarter t from the average passengers
per quarter of the major airline one year
before the entry of the discount airline
in a given city-pair market ij;

BASEDOMMSit = the market share of the major airline for
all flights to all cities from a base city i
in a given quarter t, a dummy variable
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that takes a value of 1 if the market
share of the major airline in the base
airport is 60% or more and 0 if
otherwise;

MKTDOMMSijt = the market share of the major airline in
a city-pair market ij for a given quarter
t;

MKTDOMMSSQijt = the square of market share of the major
airline in a city-pair market ij for a
given quarter t;

BARRIERij = a dummy variable that takes the value
of 1 if there is gate control or slot con-
trol at either of the two cities of a city-
pair market ij and 0 if otherwise;

DISCOUNTMSijt = the market share of the discount airline
in a city-pair market ij for a given
quarter t;

DISCOUNTMSSQijt = the square of the market share of the
discount airline in a city-pair market ij
for a given quarter t; and

DISCOUNTSIZE = the size of the competitor in terms of
the total number of passengers carried
in all markets since its inception.

Model Estimation and Results
The estimated simultaneous equation model provides
insights into the relationship between pricing-related con-
duct and market power. Table 1 presents the descriptive sta-
tistics for the included variables.

Domain of power and pricing-related conduct. The results
of the simultaneous equation model indicate that the market
share of the major airline in the hub airport (BASE-
DOMMS) and in the city-pair markets (MKTDOMMS) is
positively and significantly related to price cuts (PRICE-
CUT) (α < .01); however, the coefficient of the square term
(MKTDOMMSSQ) is negative, indicating a nonlinear rela-
tionship. Furthermore, the results indicate that the market
share of the major airline in the hub airport (BASE-
DOMMS) is negatively and significantly related to volume
expansion (VOLUMEXP). The results related to price cuts
indicate that the price-cutting responses of the major airline
to the entry of discounters tended to increase at a decreasing
rate as the market power of the major airline increased in its
relevant city-pair markets but then decreased after a certain
level of market power (approximately 60%–70%). The
results related to volume expansion indicate that the volume
expansion responses of the major airline to the entry of dis-
count airlines tended to decrease as the major airline’s mar-
ket share in the hub increased. Together, these results indi-
cate that it may be important to consider market power and,
in particular, the domain of market power when making
assessments of whether a response on the part of an incum-
bent airline to the entry of new competition reasonably
appears to be profit maximizing.

Countervailing power and pricing-related conduct. The vol-
ume expansion (VOLUMEXP) behavior of the major air-
lines is significantly (α < .01) and positively related to the
market share of the discount airlines (DISCOUNTMS), and
the coefficient of the square term (DISCOUNTMSSQ) is
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Variable M (SD)

Endogenous
Reduction in fare of the major airline in a

given quarter t from the average fare of
the major airline, one year before the
entry of the discount airline in a given
city-pair market ij (PRICECUTijt)

.1516
(.3063)

Increase in passengers in a given quarter t
from the average passengers per quarter
of the major airline, one year before the
entry of the discount airline in a given
city-pair market ij (VOLUMEXPijt)

.2755
(.3482)

Exogenous
Market share (dummy) of the major airline

on all flights to all cities from a base city
i in a given quarter (BASEDOMMSit)

.4376
(.4965)

Market share of the major airline in a city-
pair market ij for a given quarter t
(MKTDOMMSijt)

65.9227
(14.7989)

A dummy variable captured by 1 if there is
gate control or slot control at either of
the two cities of a city-pair market ij and
0 if otherwise (BARRIERij)

.0369
(.1887)

Market share of the discount airline in a
city-pair market ij for a given quarter t
(DISCOUNTMSijt)

21.7347
(14.4925)

The size of the discounter in terms of total
number of passengers carried in all
markets (DISCOUNTSIZEt)

10,495.5200
(19,431.72)00

Table 1. Simultaneous Equation Model of Price Cut and
Volume Expansion Reactions

negative, in support of a nonlinear relationship (Table 2).
Similarly, the major airline’s volume expansion reactions
(VOLUMEXP) are significantly and negatively related to
the overall size of the discounter (DISCOUNTSIZE). These
results indicate that the volume expansion by the major air-
line increases at a decreasing rate and then decreases after a
certain level of market share on the part of the discount air-
line and that this volume expansion is inversely related to
the overall size of the discount airline. Again, taken
together, these results indicate that it may be important to
consider market power and, in particular, countervailing
power of a rival airline when assessing whether an incum-
bent airline has responded to the entry of new competition
in ways that reasonably appear to be profit maximizing.

Barriers to entry and pricing-related conduct. We did not
find a significant relationship between the presence of
barriers to entry (BARRIER) and conduct (PRICECUT and
VOLUMEXP), the interaction effects of the major airline
city-pair market share and barriers to entry, or discount
airline market share in that city-pair market share and
barriers to entry (MKTDOMMS × BARRIER and
DISCOUNTMS × BARRIER; see Table 2). A potential
explanation for these findings may be related to the focus of

the measure employed for barriers to entry only in terms of
gate and slot control at an airport.

Discussion and Implications
Our study makes two major contributions. First, through
consideration of the newer thinking and the DOT’s (2001)
investigation of the airline industry, we add to the overall
understanding of the three elements that underlie the
Supreme Court’s requirements for proving predatory pric-
ing. We integrate insights from this new thinking and those
obtained through the DOT investigation together with the
Supreme Court’s required elements and discuss their appli-
cation within the airline industry. Second, our study is one
of a few empirical efforts in this area and within the airline
industry in particular. Our descriptive studies show increas-
ing concentration and yield premiums within the major air-
line hubs. Furthermore, although we do not investigate the
costs on the part of a major airline, we show a pattern of
price conduct by the major airline in response to the entry
(and, in some cases, later exit and reentry) of discount air-
lines that is consistent with the Supreme Court’s require-
ments. In addition, prompted by the DOT’s profit-
maximizing response standard for assessing predatory
conduct and to address the question of whether the extent to
which the market power held by the airline can affect this
assessment, we estimated a simultaneous equation model
that examined the association of market power held by
incumbent major airlines with both their pricing-related
behavior and volume capacity decisions. Our findings pro-
vide insights into the complex relationship between market
power and pricing-related conduct in the airline industry.

Limitations
Although our study provides insights into the phenomenon
of predatory pricing, we note some limitations. The methods
and models we apply to study predatory pricing are indica-
tive in nature, and the measures may be limited because of
our data restrictions. Furthermore, we recognize that non-
predatory behavior may be influential in cases of predatory
pricing and should be taken into account. Finally, although
our study of a single industry provides greater understand-
ing of and insights into the phenomenon of predation, other
industries should also be investigated.

Public Policy
Because price is the mechanism through which a firm often
stimulates competition, courts, including the Supreme
Court, have been circumspect in their assessments of preda-
tory pricing allegations. To avoid mistaken inferences and to
protect competition, the Court has mandated stringent ele-
ments in law for proving claims of predation. Within the
context of the airline industry, our research elaborates on
these elements by applying insights from newer thinking in
economics and marketing and insights developed through
the DOT’s (2001) investigation. As such, we further inform
extant considerations for assessing allegations of predatory
pricing.

With regard to the airline industry, the insights we devel-
oped and the findings from our empirical analyses inform
and provide further guidance to considerations that the DOT
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Table 2. Simultaneous Equation Model of Price Cut and Volume Expansion: Major Airline’s Reactions to Competitor
Discount Airline

Variable 
Price Cut 

(PRICECUTijt)
Volume Expansion
(VOLUMEXPijt)

Endogenous
Reduction in fare of the major airline in a given quarter t from the average fare of

the major airline, one year before the entry of the discount airline in a given
city-pair market ij (PRICECUTijt)

— 1.2812*
(.1442)

Increase in passengers in a given quarter t from the average passengers per quarter
of the major airline, one year before the entry of the discount airline in a given
city-pair market ij (VOLUMEXPijt)

.2861*
(.0993)

—

Exogenous
Market share (dummy) of the major airline on all flights to all cities from a base

city i in a given quarter (BASEDOMMSit)
.2817*

(.0438)
–.1559*
(.0629)

Market share of the major airline in a city-pair market ij for a given quarter t
(MKTDOMMSijt)

.0103*
(.0041)

—

Market share squared of the major airline in a city-pair market ij for a given quar-
ter t (MKTDOMMSSQijt)

–8.0e-5*
(3.2e-5)

—

A dummy variable captured by 1 if there is gate control or slot control at either of
the two cities of a city-pair market ij and 0 if otherwise (BARRIERij)

–.1058n.s.

(.3059)
.0960n.s.

(.3788)

Market share of the discount airline in a city-pair market ij for a given quarter t
(DISCOUNTMSijt)

— 5.889e-3*
(1.96e-3)

Market share squared of the discount airline in a city-pair market ij for a given
quarter t (DISCOUNTMSSQijt)

— –2.1e-4*
(4.4e-5)

The size of the discounter in terms of total number of passengers carried in all
markets (DISCOUNTSIZEt)

5.622e-6*
(8.495e-7)

–6.15e-6*
(1.398e-6)

Interaction 1 (MKTDOMMS × BARRIER) .0012n.s.

(.0049)
–1.16e-3n.s.

(6.022e-3)

Interaction 2 (DISCOUNTMS × BARRIER) .0142n.s.

(.0124)
–1.374e-2n.s.

(1.5779e-2)

Constant –.3959
(.1251)

.2006
(.0276)

*p < .01.
Notes: n.s. = not significant.

found to be important. In particular, our conception of mar-
ket power to include its domain, the countervailing power of
rivals, and particular barriers to entry may be helpful. Fur-
thermore, our analysis of the concentration and yield premi-
ums in the hub markets across the top 50 airports is infor-
mative to empirical questions about market power. In
addition, our analysis of a major airline’s price response to
the entry of discount airlines is informative. Finally, our
simultaneous equation model provides insights into the
DOT’s profit-maximizing response standard.

Overall, our research demonstrates the utility of empirical
examination that relies on industry data for informing ques-
tions related to predatory pricing and its assessment under
the law. We hope that it provides new direction for other
empirical studies so that a wealth of findings can accumu-

late and more definitive answers to these questions may be
obtained. In addition to academics, the primary beneficiaries
of this research are likely to be parties that are responsible
for developing, enforcing, and assessing competition and
competition policy and laws in the marketplace and con-
sumers, who ultimately will benefit from increased compe-
tition, lower prices, and more choices.

Further Research
An important direction for further research is to investigate
predatory pricing in the wake of the recent technological
developments and globalization. Several years after the
landmark case against Microsoft, scholars are still divided
over interpreting the economics of dynamic network indus-
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tries. Strict adherence to rules (e.g., below-cost pricing) may
pose challenges in the case of industries (e.g., intellectual
property) for which costs are extremely difficult to estimate.
A more careful examination and factual inquiry into the
Supreme Court elements of market power, predatory con-
duct, and recoupment is needed. Rather than relying on sim-
plifying assumptions about the marketplace, scholars should
attempt to examine these elements by applying considera-
tions that are more representative of the context in which
such conduct may occur. Our study of the airline industry
offers one such examination to elaborate on the complex
phenomenon of predatory pricing.

Appendix: Some Highlights of the DOT
(2001) Report

The DOT (2001) report contends that the response of an
incumbent network airline in terms of price cuts and capac-
ity expansion, or other tactics that may appear economically
rational only if the incumbents force the new entrant to exit
the market, may warrant action by the DOT. However, no
action is warranted if the new airline is not able to survive
because of internal reasons, such as inefficiency or the
inability to attract passengers because of ineffective market-
ing programs. Therefore, the role of the DOT is restricted to
protecting competition, not the individual competitor. Fur-
thermore, ample opportunity should be given to the incum-
bent network airline to show that its behavior was legitimate
and not aimed at reducing competition.

The DOT (2001) also contends that it has authority that is
comparable to that of the Federal Trade Commission to pro-
hibit unfair methods of competition, even if they do not vio-
late the Sherman or Clayton Act. Therefore, the DOT could
institute a policy by which it would act under the authority
provided by Section 411 in the case of a drastic slashing of
fares and an increase in the capacity in monopolistic or oli-
gopolistic markets. The DOT would base its decisions on
how the competition operates in the airline industry and may
not dismiss the possibility of action in cases in which the
incumbent airline’s fares appear to be above cost. The
Court’s observations in Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown
Williamson Tobacco Corp. (1993) do not prevent the DOT
from beginning enforcement proceedings when the incum-
bent airline’s behavior may be lawful under the Sherman
Act. Furthermore, because the DOT cannot award damages
and because Section 411 does not create a private right of
action, the DOT’s finding that an airline engaged in unfair
methods of competition would not establish liability in a pri-
vate suit under the Sherman Act. Thus, the DOT’s authority
under Section 411 is not likely to reduce legitimate
competition.

In summary, preventive action by the DOT is likely to
increase service to small and medium-sized communities.
The enforcement action against unfair exclusionary prac-
tices will also increase competition in the local hub markets.
Protecting competition is not the same as reregulating the
airline industry. Firms in every unregulated industry are
subject to laws that are designed to ensure the maintenance
of competition, and the DOT’s statute gives it authority
similar to that of the Federal Trade Commission to prohibit
unfair methods of competition.
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